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Execu�ve summary 

ICMA welcomes the opportunity to comment on the FCA’s proposals for improving transparency for 
bond markets. As The FCA will know, ICMA has long advocated for the introduc�on of a Consolidated 
Tape for bonds in Europe, supported by a well-designed and suitably calibrated deferral framework 
aimed at op�mizing the scope of real-�me post-trade transparency while also providing protec�on for 
market par�cipants. Furthermore, ICMA has strongly argued that the design and calibra�on of the 
deferral framework be based on data. 

ICMA and its members also believe that a bond transparency regime should strike a balance between 
recognizing the diversity of underlying market structures, dynamics, and liquidity profiles of different 
bond sub-classes and segments, and a need for rela�ve simplicity in order to facilitate successful and 
consistent applica�on.   

ICMA recognizes that in its proposals, the FCA has sought to achieve these objec�ves. We hope that the 
sugges�ons and proposals provided in its response are helpful in finalizing the design and applica�on of 
the UK’s bond transparency framework, helping to reinforce the UK’s posi�on as a leading, compe��ve, 
global financial centre. 

ICMA also realizes that with the introduc�on of significantly increased post-trade transparency for the 
bond markets runs the risk of a ‘liquidity shock’ as dealers adjust to greater informa�on symmetry. ICMA 
believes that while most behavioural change is likely to be short-term, there are concerns that the 
changes could have nega�ve structural impacts on certain parts of the market or with respect to some 
transac�ons, so poten�ally increasing the risks and costs borne by investors.  It is with this in mind that it 
puts forward the case for a number of modifica�ons to the FCA proposal with respect to groupings, 
thresholds, and deferrals. All of these recommenda�ons are informed by data and analysis, which ICMA 
includes in the Annex to this response.  

ICMA would finally note that, similar to the introduc�on of bond market transparency in the US, this is a 
journey. Working closely with the industry and based on regular review, with careful analysis of trading 
data and market liquidity condi�ons, the FCA should, over �me, look to refine and recalibrate the 
transparency framework, shedding more light where it is warranted, and providing greater protec�on 
where it is needed. ICMA would like to consider itself a partner to the FCA on its voyage. 

 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp23-32.pdf
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This response was prepared by ICMA’s MiFID/R Working Group (MWG) which consists of a broad range 
of members represen�ng sell-side and buy-side investment firms ac�ve in the interna�onal bond 
markets, as well as trading venues, data providers, and poten�al candidates to be consolidated tape 
providers. Working Group members include market infrastructure specialists as well as fixed income 
traders.  
 
ICMA would welcome the opportunity to discuss with the FCA the points and proposals made in this 
response, as well as the analysis underpinning ICMA’s recommenda�ons. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Contacts: 
 
Andy Hill, Senior Director, Deputy Head of Market Prac�ce and Regulatory Policy 
andy.hill@icmagroup.org 
 
Nina Suhaib-Wolf, Director, Market Prac�ce and Regulatory Policy 
nina.suhaib-wolf@icmagroup.org 
 
Simone Bruno, Associate Data Analyst, Market Prac�ce and Regulatory Policy 
simone.bruno@icmagroup.org 
 
   

 

 

 

 

ICMA promotes well-functioning cross-border capital markets, which are essential to fund sustainable economic 
growth. It is a not-for-profit membership association with offices in Zurich, London, Paris, Brussels, and Hong Kong, 
serving around 620 members in 67 jurisdictions globally. Its members include private and public sector issuers, banks 
and securities dealers, asset and fund managers, insurance companies, law firms, capital market infrastructure 
providers and central banks. ICMA provides industry-driven standards and recommendations, prioritising three core 
fixed income market areas: primary, secondary and repo and collateral, with cross-cutting themes of sustainable 
finance and FinTech and digitalisation. ICMA works with regulatory and governmental authorities, helping to ensure 
that financial regulation supports stable and efficient capital markets. 

mailto:andy.hill@icmagroup.org
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Scope (Chapter 4) 

Q1: Do you agree with maintaining the current scope of the transparency regime for bonds based on 
whether they are traded on a trading venue? If not, what do you recommend the scope should be? 

ICMA members agree with the FCA’s proposal to maintain the current scope. 

 

Framework for waivers and deferrals (Chapter 5) 

Q9: Do you agree with our proposals for, and waivers of, pre-trade transparency? If not, please explain 
why. 

ICMA members are concerned by the inconsistency between paragraphs 5.4 and 5.5, which respec�vely 
propose the removal of pre-trade requirements for RFQ and voice trading systems and the introduc�on 
of a new waivers for “nego�ated orders”. The later runs of risk of interpreta�ve ambiguity, par�cularly 
as market structure and trading protocols con�nue to evolve. ICMA members would therefore strongly 
argue for the dele�on of 5.5 and clarifica�on of the full removal of pre-trade requirements with the 
excep�on of orders placed in a Central Limit Order Book (CLOB).  

ICMA notes that this would be consistent with the revised EU treatment of pre-trade requirements for 
bonds and is therefore also a considera�on from a jurisdic�onal compe��on perspec�ve.  

ICMA would also point to the Wholesale Market Review which concluded that: “The current framework 
is also based on an inaccurate assumption that transparency, especially pre-trade, plays the same role in 
fixed income and derivatives markets as it does in equities.” 1 

 

 
Q10: Do you support our objec�ve of enhancing price forma�on by priori�sing the prompt 
dissemina�on of price informa�on? If not, please explain why.  

ICMA members support this objec�ve, to the extent that the �ming and details of the dissemina�on do 
not create undue risk to the par�es to the underlying transac�on. 

 

Q11: Do you agree with our approach based on the dissemina�on of trade-by-trade informa�on as 
opposed to aggrega�on of trades? If not, please explain why.  

ICMA members, broadly, do not support the indefinite aggrega�on of post-trade data. While there may 
be some benefit in aggrega�ng certain trades, par�cularly those in very large size, rules around how such 

 
1 See: 
htps://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60dc9322e90e07717d1cb1a7/WMR_condoc_FINAL_OFFICIAL_SEN
SITIVE_.pdf, Para 5.15 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60dc9322e90e07717d1cb1a7/WMR_condoc_FINAL_OFFICIAL_SENSITIVE_.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60dc9322e90e07717d1cb1a7/WMR_condoc_FINAL_OFFICIAL_SENSITIVE_.pdf
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trades are aggregated would need to be specified by the FCA, in close consulta�on with market 
par�cipants.    

 
 

Q12: Should package trades be granted a minimum of a 15-minute repor�ng deferral to allow for the 
complexity of booking such trades?  

ICMA members would point to the FCA Handbook no�ng that this is more a technical “delay” due to the 
complex handling of package trades, rather than a “deferral”. ICMA members would further suggest that 
while this 15-minute delay is helpful, package trades, as well as other complex transac�ons, should be 
reported as soon as is prac�cably possible (with the excep�on of trades subject to deferrals), which 
might be shorter or longer than 15 minutes. 

 

Q13: Are there types of transac�ons other than packages that should benefit from a deferral 
irrespec�ve of their sizes?  

The recogni�on that some trades may take longer to report could also be valid for more complex 
transac�ons with mul�ple elements. These should not be penalized in the event of a reasonable delay.  

It should also be recognized that the rela�ve importance of repor�ng latency is different across markets. 
For example, immediacy of repor�ng is less cri�cal in the case of corporate bonds compared to high 
frequency traded instruments such as equi�es. 

 
Q14: Which of the two models do you think can give beter calibra�on of deferrals for bonds and 
deriva�ves? 

With respect to bonds, ICMA members prefer Model 1, which more closely resembles the model 
previously proposed by ICMA and that being adopted in the EU bond transparency regime.  

Based on ICMA’s analysis of market data, which can be found in the Annex to this response, members 
have concluded that with some modifica�ons, including the introduc�on of a finite volume cap for the 
very largest (sovereign bond) trades, Model 1 has the poten�al to provide the beter calibra�on of 
deferrals, ensuring the maximum amount of real �me transparency, while protec�ng the par�es to larger 
and more market-sensi�ve trades.  

ICMA’s proposed refinements to Model 1 are presented here, with the underlying jus�fica�on provided 
in the responses to the subsequent ques�ons. 
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Sovereign and Other public bonds 

 

Corporate, Covered, Conver�ble & Other bonds 

Currency Issuer Ra�ng Amount 
outstanding 

Price and size 
in real �me 

Price and size 
T+2 

Price and size 4 weeks 

GBP, EUR & 
USD 

IG >£500m <£1m £1m≤£5m ≥£5m 

All other instruments <£500k £500k≤£2.5m ≥£2.5m 
 

ICMA es�mates of percentage of EU bond market captured in each bucket: 

 

Sovereign and Other public bonds 

 

Corporate, Covered, Conver�ble & Other bonds 

Currency Issuer Ra�ng Amount 
outstanding 

Price and size in real 
�me 

Price and size T+2 Price and size 4 weeks 

GBP, EUR & 
USD 

IG >£500m 87.2% of trades 
25.4% of volume 

10.4% of trades 
35.4% of volume 

2.4% of trades 
39.2% of volume 

Issuer Amount 
outstanding 

Maturity Price and size in 
real �me 

Price and size 
T+2 

Price and size 4 weeks 

UK, France, 
Germany, 
Italy, USA 

>£5bn <5yr <£10m £10m≤£50m ≥£50m (cap at £100m) 
5-15yr <£10m £10m≤£25m ≥£25m (cap at £100m) 
>15yr <£5m £5m≤£10m ≥£10m (cap at £50m) 

All other sovereign and public bonds <£2m £2m≤£5m ≥£5m (cap at £50m) 

Issuer Amount 
outstandi
ng 

Maturity Price and size in real 
�me 

Price and size T+2 Price and size 4 weeks > than proposed cap  

UK, 
France, 
Germany
, Italy, 
USA 

>£5bn <5yr 90% of trades 
40.5% of volumes 

8.9% of trades 
38.8% of volume 
 

0.8% of trades 
11.7% of volume 

0.2% of trades 
9% of volume 

5-15yr 89.9% of trades 
39% of volume 

6.2% of trades 
21.3% of volume 

3.7% of trades 
34.1% of volume 

0.2% of trades 
5.6% of volume 

>15yr 86.3% of trades 
30.9% of volume 

5.9% of trades 
12.7% of volume 

7.4% of trades 
45.5% of volume 

0.4% of trades 
10.8% of volume 

All other sovereign and public 
bonds 

68.6% of trades 
8.7% of volume 

14.6% of trades 
14.6% of volume 

16.2% of trades 
64% of volume 

0.6% of trades 
12.7% of volume 
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All other instruments 71.7% of trades 
14.7% of volume 

22% of trades 
33.8% of volume 

6.3% of trades 
51.5% of volume 
 

 

Real-�me transparency and calibra�on of deferrals (Chapter 6) 

Q15: Do you agree with the factors used in grouping bonds?  

ICMA members broadly agree with the factors used in grouping bonds.  

Corporate bonds 

ICMA modeling on the impact of endogenous features of corporate bonds on liquidity, unsurprisingly, 
shows that �me since issuance is the most important factor, with bonds being at their most liquid for the 
first six weeks post-issuance, before liquidity rapidly evaporates.  This is illustrated in Figure 1 in the Data 
Annex.  

Of course, ICMA members agree that this is not a prac�cal feature in itself for calibra�ng liquidity 
thresholds and would skew the regime toward new issuances. ICMA believes that the objec�ve of the 
transparency regime should be to provide as much real-�me transparency as possible across all bonds, 
while applying appropriate deferrals for the more market sensi�ve trades.  

From ICMA’s modeling, outstanding issuance size is the next most important bond feature in 
determining rela�ve liquidity (using average daily volume as the measure for liquidity and controlling for 
issuance size to compare like-for-like). ICMA therefore agrees with outstanding issuance as a meaningful 
factor. The importance, and linear nature, of this correla�on is illustrated in Figures 3. 

ICMA would also point out that it is important to dis�nguish between outstanding issuance and issuance 
size. The later is generally taken to be the original issue amount (in no�onal value) of a bond. However, 
it is quite common for the outstanding issuance size to change over �me, as the result of taps (increasing 
the amount outstanding) and calls or puts (reducing the amount outstanding). The amount outstanding 
is therefore the per�nent factor (and not the original amount issued).  

While currency provides mixed results in terms of sta�s�cal significance, as well as the direc�on of 
correla�on, ICMA would agree with the FCA’s proposal of grouping USD, EUR, and GBP together. Based 
on MiFIR/D post-trade data, ICMA es�mates that these currencies alone account for 96% of the total 
traded no�onal volume of corporate bonds in Europe (UK and EU combined).  
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Source: European Secondary Bond Market Data: H1 2023, ICMA 

ICMA’s modeling does not make a convincing case for using credit ra�ng as a factor. However, it is 
broadly recognized that High Yield (HY) as a dis�nct asset class had a very different underlying market 
structure compared to Investment Grade (IG) including a different investor base. Furthermore, from the 
data we can see that average and median trades sizes for HY are smaller than IG (see Figures 7 and 8). 
ICMA therefore supports the dis�nc�on between IG and HY.  

ICMA also looked at the rela�onship between liquidity and �me to maturity for corporate bonds (See 
Figure 2). While the data suggests that some parts of the maturity curve are more liquid than others, we 
found the rela�onship too complex (more likely to be exponen�al than linear) to use as a basis for 
calibra�ng deferrals.  

 

Sovereign bonds 

While ICMA has not modeled for the rela�onship between the endogenous features of sovereign bonds 
and liquidity, it recognizes that there are a number of poten�ally important factors that need to be 
considered. These include: the overall size of the market based on the issuer; the outstanding amount of 
a specific issue; �me since issuance; maturity; on-the-run vs off-the-run; and futures deliverability.  

ICMA did however, look at trade size distribu�ons as well as average daily volumes based on the 
maturity buckets proposed by the FCA (see Figures 10 to 16). ICMA also looked at the rela�ve liquidity 
(in terms of average daily volume) of on-the-run and off-the-run sovereign bond issues and observed a 
significant difference, with off-the run issues being far less liquid (see Figure 14).  
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ICMA has used these observa�ons to propose changes to the size thresholds for sovereign bond 
deferrals which we believe beter reflect the true liquidity of the market.  

With a view to simplicity, ICMA would also agree with grouping sovereign bonds by the largest issuers 
with the most ac�vely traded underlying market.  

ICMA would further agree with outstanding issue size and �me le� to maturity as relevant features in 
assessing rela�ve liquidity. 

 

Q16: Do you agree with the list of issuers used to group Sovereign and Other public bonds?  

As per its response to Q15, ICMA and its members agree with the list of issuers used to group Sovereign 
bonds, based on the fact that these account for more than 80% of the total traded no�onal value of 
sovereign bonds in Europe (combining UK and EU).  

ICMA members did consider the case for including other sovereign issuers with those proposed by the 
FCA. However, based on both absolute and rela�ve market size and traded volumes, members concluded 
that, on balance, it would be advisable to proceed on the basis of grouping the five issuers as proposed 
by the FCA for now, with a view to possibly expanding this issuer group (say, to include Spain) at a future 
point. 

 

Source: European Secondary Bond Market Data: H1 2023, ICMA 

ICMA members would also point out that even within this grouping, there is the scope for meaningful 
disloca�ons in terms of liquidity, which could equally jus�fy a narrowing of included sovereign issuers.2  

ICMA also looked at the trade size distribu�ons for suprana�onal bonds (see Figures 17 to 20). Based on 
this analysis, ICMA members concluded that these should not be grouped together with sovereign 
bonds, also no�ng very different liquidity profiles between these bind classes. Furthermore, many 
suprana�onal issuers do not necessarily fall into the same issuer country as the groupings used to 

 
2 ICMA would refer to its March 2024 report: Liquidity and resilience in the core European sovereign bond markets 

https://www.icmagroup.org/assets/ICMA_BMLT_Liquidity-and-resilience-in-the-core-European-sovereign-bond-markets_March-2024.pdf
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calibrate sovereign bond deferrals. ICMA therefore proposes that for now at least, suprana�onal, and 
other public bonds that are not pure sovereign bonds, be placed in the All other instruments bucket.  

Based on the proposal that only pure sovereign issuance be included in the first bucket for Sovereign and 
Other public bonds, it would seem appropriate to increase the corresponding outstanding issue size 
threshold for this bucket to reflect beter the underlying market (See Figure 21). ICMA therefore 
proposes changing this to >£5bn.  

 

Q17: Should we consider having a separate group for certain types of sovereign bonds, e.g. infla�on-
linked Sovereign bonds?  

ICMA members have expressed concern about the inclusion of less liquid sovereign bond classes, in 
par�cular Infla�on-linked bonds and coupon strips. Our analysis shows that these do not trade nearly as 
frequently as the vanilla sovereign bonds of the underlying issuer and can be highly sensi�ve informa�on 
leakage. 

Based on average daily volumes of infla�on-linked bonds, as well as median trade sizes, ICMA concludes 
that these types of bonds should not be subject to the same degree of real-�me transparency as pure 
sovereign bonds. ICMA therefore proposed that infla�on-linked bonds, coupon strips, and any other 
sovereign-type bonds other than pure, vanilla, sovereign bonds, be placed in the All other instruments 
bucket. 

Also, with respect to the “All other instruments” bucket under Sovereign and Other public bonds, we 
would note that the “All other instruments” bucket is currently very broad, including bonds with a range 
of currencies, issue sizes and liquidity profiles. For this reason, the sizes in the transparency framework 
proposed are not suitable for various bonds in this bucket.  

 

 

Q18: Do you agree with the list of currencies used to group Corporate, Covered, Conver�ble & Other 
bonds?  

As per its response to the Q15, ICMA members agree with list of currencies used to group corporate 
bonds. 

 

Q19: Do you agree with the levels indicated as thresholds for issue size and se�ng the three maturity 
groups for Sovereign and Other Public Bonds?  

As explained in the response to Q16, ICMA and its members believe that a larger outstanding issuance 
size threshold is appropriate in the case of the determining the first bucket, par�cularly in light of ICMA’s 
proposal that this only contain pure sovereign bonds (with the excep�on of those iden�fied in the 
response to Q17). Based on the observed distribu�on of outstanding issuance size for the five proposed 
sovereign issuers, ICMA proposes a threshold of >£5bn. 
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ICMA members agree that in the case of (pure) sovereign bonds, there is a case for applying different 
deferral thresholds along the maturity curve. This is partly due to different liquidity condi�ons, 
par�cularly for much longer maturi�es, but also to reflect the rela�ve price sensi�vity to maturity, and 
therefore the underlying risk of market par�cipants. ICMA believes that the maturity groups proposed by 
the FCA strike a balance between recognizing the importance of calibra�ng deferrals along the curve and 
rela�ve simplicity.   

However, further analysis of average daily volumes in these groupings, as well as trade size distribu�on, 
suggests that the size thresholds proposed by the FCA may be too aggressive, and ICMA proposes the 
below calibra�ons which members believe will afford beter protec�on for liquidity providers, while also 
providing a high degree of real-�me transparency. 

ICMA also proposes two further refinements to the Proposed Model 1 with respect to Sovereign and 
Other public bonds.   

Firstly, in the case of the first deferral type (Price: 15 mins / Size: T+3), ICMA members note that the 
publica�on of the price alone provides more than enough informa�on so as to compromise the best 
inten�ons of this deferral. By comparing the published price with where the market was being quoted 15 
minutes ago, it is rela�vely easy to infer:  whether the trade is a (principal) risk trade; the direc�on of the 
trade (is the liquidity provider long or short); and the rela�ve size (ie is it closer to the lower or upper 
threshold). ICMA therefore proposes revising this deferral to T+2 for both price and size. 

Secondly, in the case of the extremely small subset of extremely large trades, which make take months, 
rather than weeks, for liquidity providers to trade out of, ICMA proposes the applica�on of a volume cap 
borrowing from Model 2). It is important that the volume cap should be finite, and ICMA proposes that 
the full details of the trade be made publicly available in due course (the maximum �meline of which to 
be determined, based on further consulta�on).  

In calibra�ng the caps, ICMA looked at the thin tail of the last decile of trade sizes that would fall into 
each of the four 4-week deferral buckets (based on historical trade data) as well as looking at the ADV for 
each of these (see Figures 15 and 25). Accordingly, the caps would apply to only a very small subset of 
transac�ons (between 0.4% and 0.6% of total transac�ons). Members also raised the fact that this was 
par�cularly important for the All other sovereign and public bonds category, given the diversity of bond 
types and markets that would fall into this bucket, including some very illiquid segments such as local 
currency Emerging Market bonds.   

Many ICMA members are concerned that without adop�ng these proposals, there is a very serious risk 
that sovereign bond secondary trading, par�cularly with respect to EU sovereign issuers, migrate to the 
EU. However, some are not suppor�ve of a volume cap, par�cularly for the most liquid sovereign bonds. 

Issuer Amount 
outstanding 

Maturity Price and size in 
real �me 

Price and size 
T+2 

Price and size 4 weeks 

UK, France, 
Germany, 
Italy, USA 

>£5bn <5yr <£10m £10m≤£50m ≥£50m (cap at £100m) 
5-15yr <£10m £10m≤£25m ≥£25m (cap at £100m) 
>15yr <£5m £5m≤£10m ≥£10m (cap at £50m) 
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Sovereign and Other public bonds 

 

Finally, some members expressed concern that with respect to US Treasuries, the UK transparency 
regime could afford more transparency than that being provided by TRACE, also no�ng that US 
Treasuries are the most ac�vely traded bond class in the UK/EU.  The TRACE framework also recognizes 
the dis�nc�on between on-the-run and off-the-run issues with respect to their rela�ve liquidity. 
However, other members felt that it was important to have a consistent approach with respect to the 
most ac�vely traded sovereign bonds, regardless of issuer, so long as the calibra�on did not harm trading 
in these, including US Treasuries. 

 

Q20: Do you agree with our proposed defini�on of IG bonds? 

ICMA and its members agree that this should be a standardized, unambiguous defini�on that is publicly 
available. 

However, while the proposed defini�on it is an established methodology (used in banks’ IMs), apparently 
there is a degree of discre�on, par�cularly around unrated bonds. But perhaps a bigger concern is for 
the data providers who do not have access to the full range of CRAs and worry about having to pay for 
this.  

ICMA members propose two op�ons for ensuring the usability of an IG defini�on in the transparency 
calibra�on: 

(i) Ideally what members would like is easy access to a golden source of IG/non-IG ISINs.  This 
would be provided by the FCA based on its Public Ra�ngs Database. 
 

(ii) Alterna�vely, they would prefer a  simpler ra�ngs methodology, such as that used by the 
BoE for its Corporate Bond Purchases Programme.3 
(a)  has a long-term credit rating from at least two of S&P, Moody’s and Fitch; 
(b)  is not rated below BBB- / Baa3 by any of S&P, Moody’s and Fitch; and 
(c)  if rated BBB- / Baa3 by any of S&P, Moody’s and Fitch is not on negative watch from such 
rating agency. 

 

 

Q21: Do you agree with our proposed thresholds for bonds transparency in Op�on 1? 

Corporate bonds 

 
3 See: htps://www.cadwalader.com/resources/clients-friends-memos/bank-of-england-asset-purchase-facility---a-
panacea-for-the-uk-corporate-credit-markets 

All other sovereign and public bonds <£2m £2m≤£5m ≥£5m (cap at £50m) 

https://www.cadwalader.com/resources/clients-friends-memos/bank-of-england-asset-purchase-facility---a-panacea-for-the-uk-corporate-credit-markets
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ICMA members believe that the proposed outstanding issuance threshold and LIS thresholds should be 
modified. Based on observa�ons of trade size and average daily volumes, ICMA members propose two 
refinements to the deferral calibra�on. 

Firstly, with respect to the first deferral bucket, ICMA proposes the same alignment of price and size as 
that proposed for sovereign bonds, for exactly the same reason (see response to Q19). 

Secondly, ICMA believes that the size thresholds need to be calibrated lower to reflect the true 
underlying liquidity of the market. The proposed thresholds are provided in the below box. 

With respect to the proposed maximum 4-week deferral for the largest trades, while it may take more 
than 4 weeks to trade out of larger posi�ons, based on historical average daily volumes, ICMA members 
believe that the public dissemina�on of trade details at this point would not be relied upon by the 
market to take a counter posi�on, with the possible excep�on of extremely large trades. 

 

Corporate, Covered, Conver�ble & Other bonds 

Currency Issuer Ra�ng Amount 
outstanding 

Price and size 
in real �me 

Price and size 
T+2 

Price and size 4 weeks 

GBP, EUR & 
USD 

IG >£500m <£1m £1m≤£5m ≥£5m  

All other instruments <£500k £500k≤£2.5m ≥£2.5m 
 

 

Q22: Do you prefer the Op�on 2 approach, wherein for trades between the thresholds both price and 
size are published at EOD rather than a�er 15 minutes and 3 days respec�vely?  

ICMA does not endorse the Op�on 2 approach with respect to bonds.  

 

Q23: Do you prefer the Op�on 2 approach, wherein for trades above the upper threshold prices only 
are published at EOD rather than our proposal to publish both price and size a�er four weeks?  

ICMA does not endorse the Op�on 2 approach with respect to bonds.  

 

Q24: If all prices are to be published by EOD then when, if at all, do you think the size of trades larger 
than the upper threshold should be published? 

ICMA does not endorse the Op�on 2 approach with respect to bonds.  

 

Exemp�ons from post-trade repor�ng (Chapter 7) 

Q35: Do you agree with maintaining the exemp�on for inter-funds transfers in Ar�cle 12? Yes 
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Yes, ICMA agrees to maintaining the exemp�on for inter-funds transfers in Ar�cle 12 

 

Q36: Do you agree with the new defini�on of inter-funds transfers? 

ICMA welcomes consistency with the FCA’s Policy Statement on Improving Equity Secondary Markets 
(PS23/4), therefore ICMA agrees to the proposed defini�on.  

 
Q40: Do you agree with introducing an exemp�on for inter-affiliate trades? 

Yes, ICMA agrees with introducing an exemp�on for inter-affiliate trades. 

Q41: Do you agree with our proposed defini�on of inter-affiliate trades? 

In line with our response to Q36, ICMA welcomes consistency with the defini�on under the FCA’s Policy 
Statement on Improving Equity Secondary Markets (PS23/4). ICMA notes that this is the same as the 
defini�on introduced in UK RTS 1 via the Equi�es Secondary Market PS, so it makes sense that this is 
consistent. Any devia�on between the two regimes would raise the ques�on of whether the scope was 
somehow intended to be different. 

 

Content of post-trade informa�on: fields and flags (Chapter 8) 

Q42: Do you prefer to remove the trade repor�ng field ‘Instrument iden�fica�on code type’ and to 
include a requirement for trade reports to report on the field ‘Instrument iden�fica�on code’ using 
only an ISIN code format, or retain the repor�ng on this field? Please explain your preferred approach. 

From ICMA’s perspec�ve, looking at this solely in the context of bond markets (and not deriva�ves, 
equity or any other markets), the ISIN is the only relevant iden�fica�on code, hence ICMA welcomes the 
FCA’s proposal to remove the trade repor�ng field “Instrument iden�fica�on code type”.  

 

Q47: Do you agree with the proposed changes to the ‘price’ field and related repor�ng fields? If not, 
please explain why.  

In general, ICMA agrees to the FCA’s ra�onale for changes to the ‘price’ field and related repor�ng fields. 
For consistency price should always be expressed in percentage format, regardless of any market 
conven�on. 

The proposed changes look to be implementable and an improvement on the current system.  

 

 
 

Q48: What are your views about the introduc�on of a ‘price condi�ons’ field?  

ICMA is suppor�ve of a separate ‘price condi�ons’ field. This will ensure that text values are separated 
from numeric values.  
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Q49: Do you agree with our proposal that we should work with industry to develop guidance on the 
repor�ng of prices under post-trade transparency? If not, please explain why. 

ICMA is fully suppor�ve of ongoing engagement and consulta�on with the industry to ensure the 
successful calibra�on and op�mal outcome of the UK transparency regime.  

 

Q50: Do you agree with our proposal to amend Table 4 of Annex II of RTS 2? If not, please explain why 
and set out your preferred approach to refer to the measure of volume. 

ICMA agrees to amendments of Table 4. 

 

Q53: What are your views about the introduc�on of a por�olio trade transac�ons flag ‘PORT’?  

ICMA was of the view that there should be no change or addition of flags when initially proposed by 
ESMA in Consultation Paper on RTS1 and RTS2 Review dated July 2021. However, given that the flag has 
been added in the EU now (as per the ESMA response to European Commission opinion dated 
December 2022) it would seem important to have consistency with the EU. 
 
Furthermore, por�olio trades are economically dis�nct from package trades, and could provide useful 
informa�on, par�cularly for buy-side investment firms.  

However, ICMA would also support the FCA proposal made in 8.62 of the CP that the ‘TPAC’ flag should 
be used instead of ‘PORT’ in the case of a trade qualifying as both a package trade and a por�olio trade. 

 
Q54: Do you agree with our proposal to delete the agency cross ‘ACTX’, non-price forming transac�on 
flag ‘NPFT’, illiquid instrument transac�on ‘ILQD’ and post-trade SSTI transac�on ‘SIZE’ flags? If not, 
please explain why and the uses of each flag.  

In general, ICMA agrees with the FCA’s proposal to delete flags that are redundant or do not offer any 
meaningful value. ICMA is aware that increasing the number of flags also increases the opportunity for 
and likelihood of error.  

However, ICMA would also recommend remaining open to the introduc�on of new flags as well as the 
modifica�on of exis�ng flags, as and when appropriate. For example, it may, at some point, be helpful to 
dis�nguish between Category 1 and Category 2 transac�ons. Another possible example is in the case of 
buy-ins, which are o�en executed at off-market prices, and should not be considered as price forma�ve.    

 

Q55: Do you agree with our proposal to delete all of the supplementary deferral flags for post-trade 
transparency with the excep�on of the volume omission ‘VOLO’ and full details ‘FULV’ flags? If not, 
please explain why and describe your preferred approach.  

Please see our response to Q54. 

Q56: Are there any other flags that we should consider introducing, removing or amending? 
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If size caps are to feature in the deferral framework, then it will be necessary to include a flag for 
transac�ons where the cap is to be applied. 

An addi�onal field for considera�on could be the inclusion of intended setlement date (ISD), in the case 
of this not being standard. This could poten�ally provide two benefits. Firstly, in the very few instances 
where trades are not subject to standard setlement, and in par�cular those with much longer 
setlement, the ISD is required to calculate accurately data points such as yield or spread. Secondly, and 
par�cularly in light of the widely expected shortening of the setlement cycle in the UK and EU, it may be 
helpful to view poten�al impacts such as a resistance to apply this move in certain market segments, or a 
migra�on from venue trading to voice in order to facilitate longer setlement.  

 

Q58: Do you agree with our proposal to delete Annex IV of RTS 2 in its en�rety? If not, please explain 
why. 

ICMA is suppor�ve of this proposal.  

 

 

Defini�on of systema�c internaliser (SI) (Chapter 9) 

Q59: Do you agree with our proposed glossary defini�on and PERG guidance? If not, please explain 
why.  

ICMA proposes the following modifica�on to the proposed defini�on: 

Dealing takes place on an ‘organised, frequent, systematic, and substantial’ basis where it is:   
i.Carried on in line with rules and procedures in a system or a facility, such as but not limited to, 

an electronic execution system, which is assigned to that purpose; and  
ii.The system or facility is a market-maker and designed to provide liquidity to the market; and  

iii.Available to counterparties on a regular or continuous basis; and  
iv.Held out as being carried on by way of business, in a manner consistent with Article 3 of the 

Business Order in respect of the relevant financial instrument. On this point, firms may refer to 
our new proposed guidance in PERG 13.2 Q10a for guidance on meaning. 

 

ICMA’s main ra�onale to the proposed changes is that the system or a facility does not necessarily need 
to be ‘automated’ or ‘technical’ to be a SI, as long as it meets the other qualifiers in the defini�on. For 
instance, the SI trade could be a (non-automated) voice call.   

We do not support (materially) increasing the current number of SIs. We have therefore made the 
qualifiers above cumula�ve, by adding the word ‘and’ between the bullet points. In other words, to 
qualify as a SI, the system/facility would need to comply with all the points above, from i to iv.  

We do not believe this amended defini�on would cause any issues in other asset classes.  
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Q60: Are there any further comments you wish us to consider while finalising these proposals? If so, 
please include here. 

With respect to package trades that include both Category 1 and Category 2 instruments, ICMA 
members propose that the FCA provide guidance as to the appropriate deferral applica�on. ICMA would 
further propose that this be calibrated with respect to the Category 2 instrument, and therefore a 
deferral be applied that is longer than the maximum deferral based on the Category 1 instrument. 

Finally, members raised further thoughts around poten�al crossover points between bonds and 
deriva�ves which could affect bond market liquidity. In connec�on with package trades, specifically ASW 
package trading including both bond and deriva�ve trades, ICMA would propose the rounding of 
deriva�ves dates to the nearest annual or liquid bucket date, which would help mi�gate the risk to bond 
liquidity. To give an example: In case a bond/swap package that was traded was large for bonds, but not 
for swaps, and the swap transac�on was therefore made transparent sooner than bonds, it could be 
inferred from the swap transac�on and date of the swap that there has been a large bond trade. 
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Improving transparency for bond and deriva�ves markets 
 
FCA CP 23/32 
 
Data Annex 

Several datasets were used to compile the below analysis. Trading data was obtained by 
Propellant.digital, whose so�ware has been used to consolidate public MiFID II/R data. Supplementary 
reference data such as outstanding issuance sizes, issuance and maturity dates etc, has been sourced via 
Bloomberg and Dealogic. 

Figure 1: Corporate bonds: correlation between notional traded as a percentage of outstanding (pct_out) 
and time since issuance 
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Figure 2: Corporate bonds: correlation between notional traded daily per ISIN (sum by day)and time since 
issuance 
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Figure 3a: Corporate bonds: correlation between liquidity (total notional traded weekly per ISIN or 
“sum_by_day”) and outstanding issuance 

 

Figure 3b: Corporate bonds: intercept and slope, between liquidity (total notional traded weekly per ISIN 
or “sum_by_day”) and time since issuance (week_from_issue) grouped by outstanding issuance  
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Figure 4: Corporate bonds - ICMA liquidity scoring based on endogenous features 

Variable Criteria Score 

Week from Issuance 

≤5 3 

>5 and ≤20 2 

>20 1 

No data 0 

Time to Maturity 

≤ 2 years 3 

>2 years and ≤ 15 years 2 

>15 years 1 

No data 0 

Amount Outstanding (EUR) 

≥ 2.5 Bn  3 

≥500 Mn and <2.5 Bn 2 

< 500 Mn 1 

No data  0 
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Figure 5: Corporate bonds – trade count distribution (IG / >£500m / USD, EUR, GBP) [all figures GBP] 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Corporate bonds – trade count distribution (All other instruments) [all figures GBP] 
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Figure 7: Corporate bond trade size distribution (IG) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Corporate bond trade size distribution (All other instruments) 
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Figure 9: Corporate bond average daily volumes (IG / >£500m / USD, GBP, EUR) 

 

 

Figure 10: Sovereign bonds – trade size distribution (<5y) [all figures GBP] 

 

 

Figure 11: Sovereign bonds – trade size distribution (5-15yr) [all figures GBP] 
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Figure 12: Sovereign bonds – trade size distribution (>15yr) [all figures GBP] 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Sovereign bonds – trade size distribution (All other instruments) [all figures GBP] 
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Figure 14: Sovereign bonds: on-the-run ADV vs off-the-run ADV 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Sovereign bond average daily volumes 
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Figure 16: Sovereign bonds – average daily volumes (Group of 5 / >1bn) 

 

 

Figure 17: Supras – trade size distribution (Group of 5 / <5yr) [all figures GBP] 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Supras – trade size distribution (Group of 5 / 5-15yr) [all figures GBP] 
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Figure 19: Supras – trade size distribution (Group of 5 / >15yr) [all figures GBP] 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20: Supras – trade size distribution (All other instruments) [all figures GBP] 
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Figure 21: Sovereign bonds – outstanding issuance (Group of 5) 

 

 

 

Figure 22: Inflation linked bonds (Group of 5 ex-US) 
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Figure 23: Inflation linked bonds – average weekly volumes  

 

 

 

Figure 24: Inflation linked bonds – weekly median trade size 
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Figure 25: Sovereign bonds: percentile distribution of trade sizes for 2023 (any outlier ≥ 10 bn 
GBP has been removed) 

 

 

Note that the 100.0 row acts as a filter, capturing likely error prints. 
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Figure 26: Corporate bonds: percentile distribution of trade sizes for 2023 (any outlier ≥ 10 bn 
GBP has been removed) 

 

Note that the 100.0 row acts as a filter, capturing likely error prints. 
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Figure 27: Estimate of percentage of EU bond market captured in each bucket based on ICMA proposals 

 

Sovereign and Other public bonds 

 

Corporate, Covered, Conver�ble & Other bonds 

Currency Issuer Ra�ng Amount 
outstanding 

Price and size in real 
�me 

Price and size T+2 Price and size 4 weeks 

GBP, EUR & 
USD 

IG >£500m 87.2% of trades 
25.4% of volume 

10.4% of trades 
35.4% of volume 

2.4% of trades 
39.2% of volume 

All other instruments 71.7% of trades 
14.7% of volume 

22% of trades 
33.8% of volume 

6.3% of trades 
51.5% of volume 
 

 

Issuer Amount 
outstandi
ng 

Maturity Price and size in real 
�me 

Price and size T+2 Price and size 4 weeks > than proposed cap  

UK, 
France, 
Germany
, Italy, 
USA 

>£5bn <5yr 90% of trades 
40.5% of volumes 

8.9% of trades 
38.8% of volume 
 

0.8% of trades 
11.7% of volume 

0.2% of trades 
9% of volume 

5-15yr 89.9% of trades 
39% of volume 

6.2% of trades 
21.3% of volume 

3.7% of trades 
34.1% of volume 

0.2% of trades 
5.6% of volume 

>15yr 86.3% of trades 
30.9% of volume 

5.9% of trades 
12.7% of volume 

7.4% of trades 
45.5% of volume 

0.4% of trades 
10.8% of volume 

All other sovereign and public 
bonds 

68.6% of trades 
8.7% of volume 

14.6% of trades 
14.6% of volume 

16.2% of trades 
64% of volume 

0.6% of trades 
12.7% of volume 


